
JOE’S FEBRUARY MOVIE RELEASES

Tuesday, February 6
Accident Man (R) Action
Mike Fallon, AKA the Accident Man, is a stone-cold killer who is forced to 
avenge the death of a loved one who was murdered by his own crew.
Alien Invasion Sum 1 (NR) Sci-Fi/Suspense
After aliens take over Earth, humans live in underground bunkers, and a 
military rookie is sent up to save a group of unprotected survivors.
All I See Is You (R) Drama/Mystery -- Blake Lively, Jason Clarke
A blind woman’s relationship with her husband changes when she 
regains her sight and discovers disturbing details about their life. 
Bad Moms Christmas (R) Comedy -- Mila Kunis, Kristen Bell
As their own mothers drop in unexpectedly, our three over-burdened 
moms rebel against the challenges of Christmas.
Batman: Gotham by Gaslight (NR) Superheroes/Animated
Gotham City meets Jack the Ripper at the turn of the 20th century, and 
the masked vigilante Batman endeavors to bring the city back to normal.
Blame (NR) Suspense
A drama teacher’s taboo relationship with an unstable student strikes a 
nerve in her jealous classmate, sparking a vengeful chain of events.
Boris Karloff & Bela Lugosi Collection (NR) Horror
Collection includes 4 of their most blood-chilling collaborations including 
The Black Cat, The Raven, The Invisible Ray and Black Friday.
Boys (1996) (PG13) Suspense -- Winona Ryder, Lucas Haas
On the run from a hidden past, Patty suddenly appears at an exclusive 
prep school in search of a safe place to hide.
Cassidy Red (NR) Western/Drama
A woman returns to her hometown in the Wild West when her lover is 
killed by her scornful ex-fiancé, seeking bloodthirsty retribution.
Day of the Dead: Bloodland (R) Horror
Fear goes viral in this terrifying retelling of George A. Romero’s zombie 
horror classic.
Easy Money (NR) Action/Crime
After the death of their father, two brothers work at a late night janitorial 
service, where one decides to swipe more than just his time card.
Family Possessions (NR) Horror
A young girl inherits the mansion of her estranged grandmother, but once 
she moves in with her family unexplained occurrences commence. 
Flint (NR) Drama – Queen Latifah, Betsy Brandt
A woman deals with the toxic water scandal in Flint, Michigan, and the 
effect it has on her family.
House of Demons (R) Horror
Four estranged friends reunite and spend the night in a remote country 
house that was once home to a Manson Family-like cult

Keep Watching (R) Horror
A family become imprisoned in their home by intruders, who force them to 
play a life-and-death game.
Kill Order (NR) Sci-Fi/Action
A group of armed men breaks into a high school classroom, targeting a 
quiet kid who suffers from memories of a horrifying past.
LBJ (R) Drama -- Woody Harrelson, Jennifer Jason Leigh
The story of U.S. President Lyndon Baines Johnson from his young days in 
West Texas to the White House.
Living Among Us (NR) Horror/Fantasy
Vampires have made themselves public, and a group of documentarians 
have been granted access to learn how they live and coexist with humans. 
Madtown (R) Thriller – Milo Ventimiglia
A man, haunted by his estranged sister, is confronted by her years later 
after she’s released from prison.
The Morning After (NR) Romance/Comedy
Stuck in a traffic jam after a one night stand, a guy and girl recount the 
night before through flashbacks.
Off the Menu (NR) Romance/Comedy
A Mexican fast-food heir looking for the next big thing finds himself in a 
New Mexico town face-to-face with a feisty female chef.
Only the Brave (PG13) Drama -- Josh Brolin, Miles Teller
Based on the true story of the Granite Mountain Hotshots, a group of elite 
firefighters who risk everything to protect a town from a historic wildfire.
Red Dog: True Blue (NR) Family
Eleven-year-old Mick is shipped off to his grandfather’s remote cattle ranch, 
where he finds adventure with a scrappy, one-of-a-kind dog.
Shot (NR) Drama – Noah Wylie, Sharon Leal
A couple on the verge of divorce and a bullied teenager find their lives 
changed when the teen’s illegal gun accidentally goes off.
The Stray (PG) Family/Drama
A father takes his young son, their family dog, and two of his son’s friends 
backpacking in the mountains where all five are struck by lightning.
Suburbicon (R) Crime/Drama – Matt Damon, Julianne Moore
As a 1950s suburban community self-destructs, a home invasion has 
sinister consequences for one seemingly normal family.
Take Every Wave (NR) Documentary
White knuckle look at one of the greatest big wave surfers of all time, Laird 
Hamilton, a legend who has tamed some of the world’s mightiest waves.
Thirsty (NR) Studio Q/Drama
True life musical adventure of a bullied Massachusetts teen who grows up 
to be revered Provincetown drag performer named Thirsty.



Tom of Finland (NR) Documentary/Studio Q
Stirring biopic of artist Touko Laaksonen, known to the world as Tom of 
Finland, whose proud drawings shaped a generation of gay men.
24 Hours to Live (NR) Action/Adventure – Ethan Hawke
A former special-ops marine turned mercenary is lured out of retirement 
by the covert company that used to employ him.
An Uncommon Grace (NR) Romance/Drama
After a tour of duty, an army nurse returns to her grandmother’s farm in 
Amish country, where she finds romance and a murder mystery.
Victor Crowley (NR) Horror
Deformed “Hatchet” serial killer Victor Crowley is mistakenly resurrected 
and lone survivor Andrew must face the bloodthirsty ghost from his past.
Walking Out (R) Drama/Adventure
An estranged father and son are forced to rely on one another to survive 
an unforgiving wilderness in this riveting thriller.
Welcome to Willits (NR) Sci-Fi/Horror
Deep in the Northern California woods, the residents struggle to fight off 
the repeated attacks and abductions by mysterious creatures.

Tuesday, February 13
Ballad of Lefty Brown (R) Western – Bill Pullman, Peter Fonda
When cowboy Lefty Brown witnesses the murder of his longtime partner, 
he strikes out to avenge his friend’s gruesome death.
Blade of the Immortal (R) Foreign/Martial Arts (Japan)
Manji, a highly skilled samurai, becomes cursed with immortality after a 
legendary battle. 
Brotherhood of Blades II (NR) Foreign/Martial Arts (China)
Action-packed historical drama set in the Ming dynasty of China about a 
secret agent caught in a corrupt conspiracy.
Chemical Cut (NR) Drama
A misfit turned L.A. model struggles to define herself in the soul-crushing 
fashion industry, until a woman’s performance strikes her imagination.
Dealt (NR) Documentary
Profile of 62-year-old Richard Turner, renowned as one of the world’s 
greatest card magicians, yet he is completely blind.
Don’t Call Me Son (NR) Foreign/Drama (Brazil)
After discovering the truth about being stolen by the woman he thought 
was his mother, Pierre (AKA Felipe) must deal with the consequences.
Foam Party (NR) Foreign/Comedy (Spain)
A message circulates from mobile phone to mobile phone, and a bunch of 
strangers meet in a mansion searching for sex.
#FromJennifer (NR) Horror/Comedy
An actress becomes obsessed with internet fame after her manager 
drops her for not having enough of a social media presence.
The Guys Next Door (NR) Documentary/Studio Q
Meet Erik and Sandro, a gay couple with daughters birthed by their friend 
Rachel who’s married with three teenagers of her own.
Hazlo Como Hombre (NR) Foreign/Comedy (Chile)
Raúl, Eduardo and Santiago have led a happy and “straight” life since 
their childhood, until one day, Santiago confesses to them that he is gay.
The Last Hunter (1980) (NR) Foreign/War/Drama (Italy)
During the Vietnam war, an American soldier gets trapped behind enemy 
lines, and a squad of his buddies sets out to rescue him.
Roman J Israel, Esq (PG13) Crime/Drama – Denzel Washington
A driven, idealistic defense attorney finds himself in a tumultuous series of 
events that lead to a crisis and the necessity for extreme action.
Teenage Cocktail (NR) Drama/Thriller
Feeling confined by their small town, best friends Annie and Jules hatch a 
scheme of running away, straight into trouble.
The Thomas Crown Affair (1968) (NR) Classsic/Adventure 
Steve McQueen, Faye Dunaway 
A debonair bank exec believes he has pulled off the perfect multi-million-
dollar heist, only to match wits with a sexy insurance investigator.
Wonder (PG) Drama/Family – Owen Wilson, Julia Roberts
Inspiring story of August Pullman, a boy with facial differences who enters 
fifth grade, attending a mainstream school for the first time.

Tuesday, February 20
An Actor’s Revenge (NR) Foreign/Drama (Japan)
A Japanese actor in a 19th-century Kabuki troupe avenges the death of his 
parents.
Daddy’s Home 2 (PG13) Comedy -- Will Farrell, Mark Wahlberg
Having finally gotten used to each other’s existence, Brad and Dusty must 
now deal with their intrusive fathers during the holidays.
The Girl Without Hands (NR) Foreign/Drama (France)
Animated fable about a miller who must sell his daughter to the devil; 
protected by her purity she escapes but is deprived of her hands.
Hero (Critereon) (NR) Foreign/Drama (India)
Bengali film star Uttam Kumar draws on his real-world celebrity to play 
Arindam Mukherjee, a matinee idol on the brink of his first flop.
Journey to the Forbidden Valley (NR) Foreign/Adventure (China)
After an airplane crash in remote China, survivors encounter an elusive ape-
man creature who is rumored to have lived in the mountains for centuries.
The Legend of Hillbilly John (1972) (G) Classic/Drama
A wandering singer in the Appalachians meets an ugly bird-type creature, is 
transported back in time, and finds himself involved in the Devil’s work.
Mom & Dad (R) Horror/Suspense -- Nicholas Cage, Selma Blair
A teen girl and her brother must survive a wild 24 hours during which a 
mysterious hysteria causes parents to turn violently on their own kids.
Same Kind of Different As Me (PG13) Drama
An international art dealer must befriend a dangerous homeless man in 
order to save his struggling marriage.
The Time of Their Lives (NR) Comedy -- Joan Collins, Pauline Collins
A former Hollywood star enlists the help of a new friend to journey from 
London to France for her ex-lover’s funeral.

Tuesday, February 27
Coco (NR) Animated
Aspiring musician Miguel, confronted with his family’s ancestral ban on 
music, enters the Land of the Dead to find his great-great-grandfather.
Darkest Hour (PG13) Drama – Gary Oldman
Biopic about the grave challenges facing newly-appointed British Prime 
Minister Winston Churchill during the early days of World War II.
Hangman (R) Crime/Mystery -- Al Pacino, Karl Urban
A decorated homicide detective partners with a criminal profiler to catch 
one of the city’s notoriously vicious serial killers.
Just Getting Started (PG13) Action/Comedy -- Morgan Freeman
An ex-F.B.I. Agent and an ex-mob lawyer in the Witness Protection Program 
have to put aside their petty rivalry on the golf course to fend off a mob hit.
Let There Be Light (PG13) Drama
An atheist goes through a near-death experience in a car accident before 
converting to Christianity.
Murder on the Orient Express (PG13) Crime/Drama -- Judi Dench
From the novel by best-selling author Agatha Christie, thirteen strangers are 
stranded on a train, where everyone’s a suspect in a murder.
Neighbor (R) Drama/Thriller
A middle-aged man in a stagnant marriage finds his life upended when an 
attractive woman and her seemingly abusive husband move in next door.
Palmdale (NR) Crime/Drama
A drifter with a violent past comes to the city to kill somebody for money, 
when a young woman crashes into his life, giving him a second chance.
Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri (R) Crime/Drama – 
Frances McDormand, Sam Rockwell, Woody Harrelson
A mother personally challenges the local authorities to solve her daughter’s 
murder when they fail to catch the culprit.

New Series and TV Releases
Homeland: Season 6 – 2/6
Taboo – 2/6
Animal Kingdom: Season 2 – 2/13
Sinner: Season 1 – 2/13
Rebecka Martinsson: Series 1 -- 2/27


